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I. Foreword 

ULTIMATE is back and ready to compete with our best foot forward. Starting our 

8th year this season, we thought we had seen it all. From hanging wet laundry, to 

collecting bottles from Mars, to assembling airplanes, but this year’s challenge takes 

game strategy and scoring to a whole new level. With the most complex game plan we 

have seen to date and limited resources, ULTIMATE wasted no time throughout the 6 

week build season.       

ULTIMATE took the initiative to focus on the real improvements needed 

throughout the company. With 8 years of experience and history, ULTIMATE has 

foregone numerous management, corporate, and logistical reform. In an effort to further 

develop our company and perform at the best level, we have incorporated the valuable 

progression used in prior years with the addition of new elements. 

With these changes, ULTIMATE Corporation hopes to continue to serve as a 

medium in bringing employees with different skills and abilities together and providing 

them with the means to sharpen those skills in real world situations to produce quality 

products. 
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II. The Engineering Process 

The engineering process is universal to every engineer. Each process, however, is unique 

and modified to fit personal needs. ULTIMATE has been through this process many 

times and has almost perfectly identified what works for the company.  By utilizing all of 

our resources and taking into account this year’s challenge, we once again followed the 

procedures that overall will lead us to a successful final product. 

 Our step-by-step approach this year differs from those in previous years. In an 

effort to efficiently use our large number of members to our advantage, we 

created a new system to separate components within the engineering process.   

 The execution is still traditional with working elements but also containing a new 

component that is completely different.  Our afterschool team drew on a new 

problem; with 32 members in our Research & Design (R&D) Department we 

decided to think outside the box and further our competitiveness by dividing into 

four groups where each produced a mechanism that would be integrated into the 

overall robot.  This would break down the work into smaller components to allow 

our mentor to work with each group while maintaining a workable schedule.  
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Engineering Process Outline 

2.0      Concept Creation 

A) Identifying the Problem 

B) Determining the Constraints & Limitations 

C) Game Objective & Game Pieces 

2.1 Development 

A) Brainstorming  

B) Robot Prototyping  

C) Programming Brainstorming 

2.2     Analysis & Design  

A) Analytical Evaluation of Robot Mechanisms 

B) Evaluation of Offensive and Defensive Strategy  

2.3      Improvements 

    A) Competition Testing 
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2.0 Concept Creation  

A. Identifying the Problem  

The first step in the engineering process is to create a conceptual solution to the problem 

presented.  The object of this challenge is to design a robot and develop a strategy to 

maximize the production of isooctane. Unlike past challenges, this challenge is based not 

only on the ability to build a robot, but on the strategy that will be used throughout the 

competition. As with past challenges, the constraints and limitations in Figure 2.1 must 

be adhered to.  

Contraints & Limitations Table 

Time  3 Minute matches 

Weight Within 24 lbs. 

Size 24” X 24” X 24” 

Figure 2.1- Constraints & Limitations Table 

B. Contraints & Limitations  

In addition, the team must drop at least one match out of the seven possible matches 

played. However, when dropping a match the field specialist must notify the referee prior 

to the beginning of the next match.  The challenge also restricts not only the robot, but 

the operator. Figure 2.2 is a partial list of the restrictions. 
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RESTRICTIONS 

 

C. Game Objective and Game Pieces 

 

Figure 2.2 Restrictions Table 

C.  Game Objective & Game Pieces 

The objective for this challenge requires teams to gather common molecules and 

resources to produce various chemical reactions, ultimately Isooctane.  Within the 

challenge a team can generate an intermediate product that is allowed to be held for 

future use.  The chemicals needed are water, catalyst, energy and carbon dioxide. Figure 

2.3 describes what molecule each object represents 

Figure 2.3 Game Pieces 

 

Game Piece Table 

Scoring Components Amount of Game Pieces/Quadrant 

Racquet Ball (H2O) 4 

Tennis Ball (Catalyst) 4 

Tomato Paste (Energy) 4 

Beach Ball (CO2) 2 

Tanker (Benzene) 1 

 Robot cannot damage any game piece, playing field, or other robot. 

 The operator’s entire waistline must remain within the boundaries of the operator’s area. 

 Operator may not manipulate toxic molecules such as; benzene or CO2. 

 Operator may not touch the robot at any time or any sub-assembly if on the robot. 
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The game pieces will be used to formulate one of four valued octane fuels. After each 

match the inventory gathered will be converted into any of the equations on Figure 2.4 

starting from the highest valued equation 4 to the lowest Equation 1.  

 

 

 

 

                       

Once no additional fuel can be synthesized, then automatically any four molecules of one 

chemical will be traded for one unit of the next chemical value, as per Figure 2.5. 

Trade Ups 

4 H20 = 1 CATALYST 

4 CATALYST = 1 ENERGY 

4 ENERGYS = 1 CO2 

4 CO2 = 1 ETHYLENE 

4 ETHYLENE = 1 BENZENE 

4 BENZENE = 1 NAPHTHA 

4 NAPHTHA = 1 ISOOCTANE 

            Figure 2.5 Trade Up 

Figure 2.4

  

Equation 1:      2CO2 + 2H2O + ENERGY + CATALYST -> C2H4 (ETHYLENE) + 3O2 

Equation 2:      3C2H4 + ENERGY + CATALYST -> C6H6 (BENZENE) + 3H2 

Equation 3:     C6H6 + 4H2 + ENERGY + CATALYST -> C6H14 (NAPHTHA) 

Equation 4:     C6H6 + C2H4 + 4H2 + ENERGY + CATALYST -> C8H18 (ISOOCTANE)  
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After completing all possible trade ups and no additional equations can be synthesized, 

the final inventory will be tallied using the order of Figure 2.6 where the units of water 

have the least value and isooctane has the greatest.  

                  

                        Figure 2.6 Inventory 

 This process will be used at the end of each match to add to the team’s 

accumulated inventory from previous rounds 

2.1 Development 

A. Brainstorming 

Saturday Sept 12, 2009 

Brainstorming is the next step in the design process.  Brainstorming enables us to 

communicate various ideas that will then be agreed upon by the team. On the Saturday 

after kickoff, each member of the R&D Department was provided a copy of the game 

rules in order to become familiar with the challenge. Additionally, a quiz based on 

strategic scoring and basic safety was scheduled to be given Monday (see Appendices A-

B). After reading the rules and carefully analyzing the challenges, the R&D Department 

decided that the following elements were non-negotiable: 
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A. a claw to capture the CO2 and score game pieces   

B. a device to press the tie breaker button or a platform to station the infrared sensor 

C. a pushing or hoarding device to collect the energy, catalyst, and water   

D. a mechanism to align and score the benzene tank  

Once decided that the robot was going to be evaluated on reliability, simplicity and 

functionality, the members of the R&D department divided into four groups to work on 

each of the four mechanisms described above.  Also, Group One and Three agreed to 

meet two days per week while Group Two and Four would meet on the other two days in 

order to have equal time with the head mentor.  Fridays were left open for the head 

mentor to meet with the other departments. On Saturdays, all four groups would meet to 

make sure that the mechanisms could be integrated.  

Monday Sept 14, 2009 

Group One was responsible for the development of the arm and claw that would be able 

to remove and lift all the game pieces for scoring.  The following items were measured 

and recorded: 

Group Two decided that using a mechanism to push the button was much more 

complicated and unreliable while using the infrared sensor was more simplistic and just 

as reliable.  They then began to work on the design for the platform to station the infrared 

sensor.  The height of the sensor needed to be 6 inches from the floor according to the 

field specifications.  Mounting would be as simple as placing Velcro on the back to 

position the sensor at the correct height.  

CO2:  round, smooth plastic  8.00 inches +/- 1 in diameter     10 grams                      

Water:  round, rough rubber        2.19 inches in diameter        40 grams   

Energy:  round, fuzzy         2.52 inches in diameter   58 grams 

Catalyst:  cylindrical can              2.09’dia X 3.35‘length                      63 grams 

Maximum height for CO2:            52 inches from the ground 
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Tuesday Sept 15, 2009  

Group Three began testing the amount of friction existing between the game pieces and 

the carpet by rolling the game pieces on the carpet, applying different amounts of force, 

and observing the distance the balls rolled. It was determined that pushing the game 

pieces and keeping them within reasonable distance would be sufficient; thus, the group 

decided a box or carrying compartment on the robot was unnecessary. Applying a 

reasonable force based on the position of the racquetball and tomato can they would roll 

less than three feet away from the robot before coming to rest; therefore, it was 

reasonable to assume that controlling the forward speed of the robot could control the 

distance of the rolling game pieces to within a foot. The tennis ball, if not interrupted, 

would travel to the operator’s area. 

Group Four constructed the benzene tank to get accurate measurements and allow for the 

design of the mechanism to trap the tank and score it.  

Wednesday Sept 16, 2009 

Before Group One was able to begin the claw design, the length of the arm was the first 

item in need of a decision.  In order to maximize the length of the arm, as well as 

optimize its reach, the group calculated the maximum diagonal of a 24”x24” cube  

by applying the following equation.  
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Immediately following these calculations, the group could then begin to work out theta in 

order to determine the angle necessary for the arm to reach the highest CO2 ball located 

52 inches from the floor.   
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Finding Theta and the Diagonal Length 

 

This mathematical computation shows that the total length of the arm can not exceed 

41.57 inches. It also demonstrates that the fulcrum of this first class lever must be 4.07 

inches from the opposite end of the claw.  In addition, it determines the angle for the arm 

at rest at 22.58˚ from the horizontal. The next calculation will represent the exact angle 

needed to reach the highest CO2. 
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With these values, a prototype arm would be designed on AutoCAD Inventor for 

Saturday’s meeting. 

Group Two decided that the diameter of the wheels would be 10 inches in order to give 

the robot maximum speed. Stress was placed on the possibility that the benzene tank 

might end up with a double load as per the Engineering Change Order (ECO). It was 

decided that a one inch thick wheel would produce enough traction to pull the benzene 

tank. Then, the group went on to design several possible wheel templates using 

AutoCAD Inventor.  
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Thursday Sept. 17, 2009  

Group Three: The materials considered for the shovel mechanism were 1/4” plywood, 

1/8” polycarbonate sheet, 1/4” polypropylene sheet, and the 4” PVC tube that has a 1/8” 

wall. The first material discarded was the wood because it would be the heaviest of the 

four and would provide the least aesthetic value. The polycarbonate, although 

aesthetically pleasing, was declined because it might be needed for another application 

within the robot. The polypropylene sheet would be difficult to mold.  Therefore we 

decided to carefully consider using the PVC instead.  The bottom of the shovel needed to 

be not more than 1 inch from the floor in order to prevent game pieces from getting 

trapped under the robot and a slight forward curve would discourage the balls from 

becoming pinned under the robot. The height of the shovel was calculated to be no more 

than 4 inches high to prevent game pieces from rolling over the shovel.  

Group Four:  Once the benzene tank was constructed it was proposed that a hook be 

designed that could capture the benzene tank.  The material for the hook needed to be 

capable of resisting the weight of the tank with a full load.  The 1/2 inch plywood or the 

1/4 inch polypropylene sheet, were the only two materials that would be useful for this 

application due to their weight and structural strength.  The polycarbonate was too flimsy 

and the aluminum sheet metal would be too sharp, posing a safety concern. It was agreed 

that hook designs were to be submitted the following Saturday, for evaluation by all 

groups. 
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Saturday Sept. 19, 2009  

The R&D Department got together to update what had been decided by each group and to 

see how these constraints would fit together into the design of the robot. Additional 

criteria to be met are found in Appendix C.  It was necessary to determine the chassis for 

the robot in order to most efficiently integrate the arm.  Considering the length of the arm 

the group decided on the robot fitting diagonally in the allotted 2 ft cubed volume, and 

the chassis was designed as per Appendix D.  The chassis was cut out from 3/8 inch 

plywood, the arm supports were made from ½ inch PVC inserted into dual layered 

whitewood blocks.  To ensure stability, diagonal supports were added.  Two 10 inch 

wheels would be mounted on the front of the robot and either caster wheels or cut golf 

ball halves would be used in the back as sliders.  The wheel templates see Appendix E 

were discussed and the team chose the benzene wheels in order to incorporate the game 

theme into the robot. Finally the hook designs were presented see Appendix F and it was 

agreed that both would be made and tested. 

Monday Sept. 21, 2009  

After Saturday’s decision Group One began to theorize many claw mechanisms. They 

concurred that the gripper claw needed to be able to open wide enough to capture the 

beach ball but also be able to close completely in order to trap the smallest, and heaviest 

game piece, the tomato cans.  The first idea was a sliding mechanism using the Igus track 

however it was determined that it would be difficult to squeeze the objects tight enough 

making it unreliable. Also, mobility of the claws seemed limited lowering its 

functionality. The second idea considered was a claw like mechanism that proved to be 
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quite complicated in its form requiring extra motors which would make the claw too 

heavy to lift.  The third idea proposed was a mechanism that would be powered by two 

servos and that would give the claw a wider reach while extended and a tight fit when 

closed. This last idea fit our criteria of reliability, functionality and simplicity and would 

be the one developed and designed on CAD.  

Prototyping 

Once the initial brainstorming is completed it is then necessary 

to begin to prototype the mechanisms agreed upon.  Groups 

who had already completed their final designs began 

prototyping.   Group Two began to fabricate the wheels from 

½ inch plywood.  They used two pieces sandwiched and glued 

together to make the 1 inch width wheel. The four pieces were traced and cut. 

Tuesday Sept 22, 2009                                                                                                                            

Group Three began the fabrication of the shovel mechanism  

by cutting a 4 inch diameter PVC tube, split in half length- 

wise, to a length of  20 ½ inches. It was heated and molded 

 to a flat sheet.  

Group Four measured and cut the two different hook 

designs using the two materials that were agreed upon, the 

plywood and polypropylene sheet.  Immediately it became 

    Students dimensioning 

  Flattening PVC with heating gun 

          Benzene Tank Hooks   
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evident that the plywood was not going to work because of the wood splintering making 

it less reliable.  The polypropylene sheet proved to be the most reliable material for this 

application.  

Wednesday Sept 23, 2009 

Group One continued to work on the CAD design for the claw. Group  

Two continued working on the wheels making sure that they were all  

symmetrical and began the sanding process. Once the sanding was  

completed the motor mounts were screwed into place.  

Thursday Sept 24, 2009  

Group Three continued the shovel mechanism bending it into a “U”-like shape. They 

decided to mold a rounded flange on the bottom end in order to counteract the motion of 

the game pieces. 

Group Four concurred that the hook should be operated by a servo motor and placed in 

the back end of the robot.  In order to be able to hook the benzene tank a V-shape needed 

to be cut out of the chassis frame to allow alignment with the robot and prevent the 

benzene tank from tipping over. This would be discussed on Saturday with the entire 

R&D Department.  

Saturday Sept 26, 2009 

Each of the mechanisms thus far designed were incorporated into the chassis of the robot.  

The location of the motor mounts was decided taking into consideration the center of 

Drilling holes for mounts   
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gravity of the robot. Then the wheels were placed on the frame and the location of the 

golf balls was decided. The front of the chassis frame needed to be cut back in order to 

incorporate the shovel mechanism.  The proposed V-shaped cut out on the frame for the 

hook mechanism was approved and it was also decided that the hook would operate on 

the underside of the frame with the servo head facing downward.  

Monday Sept 28, 2009  

Group One finalized the CAD drawing for the claw (Appendix G) and needed to 

prototype it in order to see if it would be reliable and 

functional.  It was decided to prototype it using the same 

materials given for the robot, because this was going to be 

the only way to really evaluate its function.  The claw was 

assembled using 2 servos mounted on a rectangular piece 

of plywood with two slim plywood extension arms that 

would attach to the polycarbonate sheet pieces that would be cut to resemble the 

hands.   First a compromise was made that the claw could not be used to align or carry 

the benzene tank because it could damage the claw. Second, it was agreed that aside from 

scoring the CO2 balls the claw needed to be able to score other game pieces in case they 

changed the ECO that limited the number of game pieces allowed to be scored by the 

human player. Group Two primed and re-sanded the wheels to give them a professional 

look.  

 

 

       Claw Attachment   
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Tuesday Sept 29, 2009  

Group Three decided on the position of the shovel on the robot chassis and decided to 

make oval holes on the shovel to be able to adjust it on the competition carpet. The 

shovel was attached to the robot chassis using two l-brackets.  It was realized that there 

was a slight hang in the center so a third bracket was fabricated out of polycarbonate 

sheet to place in the center and align the shovel on the horizontal plane.  

Group Four measured and drilled the mounting holes for the servo motor of the hook 

made from the polypropylene sheet. They then mounted the servo on the chassis and 

tested out the hook which worked like a charm.  

Wednesday Sept 30, 2009  

Group One had concluded the assembly of the claw and needed to attach it to the arm.  

The first problem encountered was that the claw rested on the outside of the 2 x 2 foot 

area and needed to be mounted so that it would rest within the allotted area before the 

beginning of the match.  This problem was corrected by using a small hinge that allowed 

for the claw to be mounted backward held with the nylon twine and a screw.  In the 

downward or starting position the claw would be facing backward, but as the arm lifted 

the twine would pull it forward with the hinge holding it in place.  A point of concern 

was that the claw would have a lot of stress when it snapped forward therefore; a small 

piece of rubber strip was placed on the plywood absorbing the hit. 

Group Two painted the wheels black and orange with flat black paint and orange gloss. 

Once they dried they placed the wheel mounts back on and placed the friction tape on the 

edge of the wheels for grip.  
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Thursday Oct 1, 2009  

Group Three dismounted the shovel to prime and paint it using the flat black paint as the 

base and a one inch orange trim at the bottom and a half inch orange trim at the top. Once 

dry they mounted the shovel back on the robot chassis. Group Four dismounted the hook 

and painted it orange once dry they reassembled the hook on the servo. 

Saturday Oct 3, 2009  

With everything running smoothly our mentor decided that Saturday October 3rd would 

be a free weekend for everyone. 

Monday Oct 5, 2009  

Group One was basically the only group that needed to complete their assigned task of 

building the claw and arm mechanism. With the claw in place, the only thing left was to 

decide if the arm would be lifted using the bungee cord, the spring or motors.  The 

bungee cord was discarded for its lack of aesthetic value and its unreliable elasticity over 

time.  The spring although not truly aesthetic was more reliable than the bungee.  Last but 

not least the motors would be more reliable but it would take too long to wind and 

unwind loosing precious time. Therefore it was agreed to use the spring for the arm 

release and then use a motor to lower the arm for picking up and scoring. Analyzing the 

spring it was agreed that it had enough tension to pull the arm up without loosing its 

properties to return to its normal state.  However it was too long and cutting it was not an 

option, so instead of pulling it from the back it was positioned to pull at an angle forward 

and under the chassis.  The angle was decided based on how it felt more so than 

mathematically.  A hole was cut on the chassis to accommodate the spring. To avoid 
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friction between the plywood chassis and the spring a piece of half inch PVC was cut and 

placed over the edge of the plywood allowing the spring to move back and forth without 

damage to the spring itself or the plywood. The spring was then adjusted and attached to 

the underside of the chassis using a bolt.  Using the motor to pull the arm down posed a 

different problem.  Where on the arm should the string be placed in order for the motor to 

have the least amount of torque when winding?  As different spots were tested it became 

apparent that the placement of the string needed to shift in order to accommodate for the 

different height positions of the arm.  Without a solution in sight we were asked to sleep 

on it.  

Tuesday Oct 6, 2009  

The following day everyone was anxious to see if anyone had come up with a solution.  

One idea was to attach the Igus rail to the PVC arm and allow the bracket tied with the 

twine to slide along the arm. The Igus rail was attached to the PVC using rubber bands to 

test if this would work.  At first we thought we had the answer, however, two problems 

were encountered the brackets were breaking from the torque applied and in order to 

permanently attach the rail to the PVC arm a slot would need to be cut on the arm 

possibly compromising the structural integrity of the PVC. Then out of no where one of 

the senior students on the team proposed using a one inch PVC ring that could slide on to 

the half inch PVC.  The piece of PVC was cut and placed on the arm and it proved to 

function perfectly.  In addition, an indention was made around the PVC ring to allow the 

twine to be tied around it and two screws were placed on the arm to limit the distance of 

travel.  Then the only thing left to be determined was the placement of the motor on the 

chassis.  
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Wednesday Oct. 7, 2009  

With a week left and Demo Day almost upon us it was imperative to finish the robot in 

order to get enough practice driving. Final testing and analysis needed to be done before 

competition day and it seemed like we were running out of time. The motor mount was 

made and placed on the chassis. A pulley was made using one inch of the half inch 

aluminum rod and two round covers made with polycarbonate sheet. A hole was drilled 

on one end for the motor shaft and a screw was used as a set screw to tighten it to the 

motor’s shaft. With all the components assembled it was time to program the brain.  

The following days were used to practice driving and correct any problems that were 

detected. 

Programming Brainstorming 

The programming team analyzed the scoring and brain capabilities and designed the 

robot to drive in tank format. Both  joysticks up would move the robot forward and both 

joysticks down would move it backwards , in order to turn left the left joystick moves up 

and the right down opposite holds true for the right turn.  To change from robot control to 

Infrared (IR) mode the right joystick is moved to the bottom right most corners.  There 

each corner of the joystick controls different IR commands.  The programming team also 

wrote a program on C++ that can calculate the number and type of molecules needed to 

obtain the highest valued equation given the robots capabilities - see Appendix H .  It took 

the programming team approximately 3 weeks to write the program and debug it.   This 

program tells us exactly what game pieces need to be scored based on what game pieces 
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the robot is able to score during each previous match to produce the highest equation 

possible.   

2.3 Analysis & Design  

A.   Analytical Evaluation of Design Alternatives  

After completion of our robot prototype (see Appendix I) it was time to test and evaluate 

solutions.  To begin with, we set specific criteria to determine which mechanism would 

be sent to final implementation. Each mechanism was individually scored on the playing 

field for: Reliability (max 30 points), simplicity (max 30 points), and functionality 

(max 40 points).  

During the development phase of the hook and claw these three components were 

analyzed and taken into consideration.  During testing on the playing field it was 

observed that a high percentage of the time the CO2 would slip out of the claw. The 

claw’s reliability needed to improve and this was done by cutting out patterns on the 

polycarbonate sheet and adding friction tape to counter the smoothness of the beach ball 

or CO2 material.  Once this problem was fixed the CO2 did not slip out of the claw unless 

the joint between the CO2 and the line it hangs on was not reset correctly.  This we knew 

was a factor that we had no control over, we could only hope that the volunteers resetting 

the field would do it right.  Another observation made during field testing was that the 

tomato cans that rolled under the Energy Generating Station (EGS) were hard to reach.  

So we also trimmed the height of the claw so that it could retrieve tomato cans in the 

dispensing area.  This adjustment proved to be functional and reliable.  The third 

observation made during testing was that the operator took to long adjusting the height of 
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the arm in order to grasp the CO2.  This was corrected by adding a limit switch to the arm 

to indicate the proper height for the CO2 ball. This limit switch also adds to both 

reliability and function. The hook was redesigned to curve more to increase reliability.  

Overall the robot had a total point value of 85 with functionality having the highest 

among the three scores which the team was satisfied with considering that practice was 

going to have a large factor on the outcome.  

B. Evaluation of Offensive and Defensive Strategy 

Careful consideration needed to be placed on the offensive and defensive strategies for 

this competition.   

Offensive Strategy  

Due to the nature of the game each match will pose a different strategy depending on the 

outcome of the previous match. However, the strategy mentioned in Figure 2.10   will be 

used in the first match and our computer program that we developed for this competition 

will then tell us what pieces need to be scored in order to make the highest possible score.   

O f f e n s i v e  S t r a t e g y  

Priority Strategy 

1 Activate tie breaker with infra-red signal  

2 Collect  both moveable beach balls and score them 

3 Collect as many game pieces and take to operator area for scoring  

4 Collect additional game pieces and have robot score them 

Figure 2.10- Offensive Strategy 
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The robot will hoard as many game pieces as possible; however the operator will decide 

what needs to be scored.  If the ECO specification changes the robot has been designed to 

be able to score any of the game pieces without human interaction.  During the semifinal 

matches the robot will collect and score the benzene tank first and then consider what 

other game pieces are required in order to make the highest equation possible.  The robot 

was also designed so that if the benzene tank is tipped over the robot claw is capable of 

turning it right side up.  The robot brain is also programmed to trigger any of the IR 

commands needed.  

Defensive Strategy   

Although the intent of the game is to exercise sportsmanship it is sometimes necessary to 

have a defensive strategy in case another team decides to be rude.   

D e f e n s i v e  S t r a t e g y  

Priority Strategy 

1 Activate tie breaker first  

2 Activate EGS  

3 Tag any robot within quadrant  

4 During Semi-Final matches tip over benzene tanks 

 Figure 2.11 Defensive Strategy Table 

A. Competition Testing San Antonio 

Competition day was the first day the robot was put to the ultimate test.  After complying 

with all the competition restraints on the robot and passing inspection, our team was 

ready to put Monster our robot to the test.   Our team won the BEST Award and 
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advanced to Texas BEST.  Our robot lost in the semifinals due to having dropped a match 

that proved to be costly.   

B. Competition Testing at TEXAS BEST  

At TEXAS BEST we won 2
nd

 place BEST Award and our robot was in the semifinals.  

We had hoped to place higher in the robot competition however one of our best drivers 

was unable to attend and he needed to be replaced with someone who had very little 

driving practice.  Hopefully this will not occur at Nationals.  Our robot and our team are 

ready for the battlefield.  

III. Research 

Over 6.8 billion people populate the Earth and eventually, accessible fuels will 

not be able to match this pace of growth so finding fuel is one of the most binding 

problems to solve. In recent years, the United States has depended on foreign countries in 

order to meet our high demand for oil, but this has posed a long-term liability to our 

economy.  Never before has humanity faced such a challenging outlook for energy. 

Nowadays, the country is focusing on advancements in robotics to collect and employ 

chemicals for sustainable, energy production. 

 Humans exploit many different forms of energy, but fossil fuels account for 

about 90 percent of total energy because they are relatively cheap, abundant, and rich in 

power.  However, fossil fuels are nonrenewable resources and their combustion is 

harmful to the environment.  Gasoline, a by-product of the petroleum industry, has been 

the primary fuel for automobiles since the nineteenth century.  Still gasoline has 

undergone numerous agents to improve the refining process that would increase engine 
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efficiency.  Luckily, a major milestone was reached with the discovery of Isooctane. 

Russell Marker discovered that Isooctane decreases knocking and makes the fuel more 

efficient. Octane is a chemical compound that has eight carbon atoms. The octane 

number you see on gas pumps is a measure of how much the gasoline can be compressed 

before it spontaneously ignites from the spark of a spark plug. However, if fuel ignites 

prematurely due to compression, then it causes “knocking” or “pinging” and damage to 

an engine.  In general, high octane gasoline will not improve mileage but is reasonably 

safer. Nonetheless, fuel reserves are depleting much faster than new ones are 

being formed and gas prices are rising, but this has led to a global movement 

towards artificial gasoline and alternative, renewable energy sources. 

Despite the latest widespread interest in biodiesel as fuel, transesterification of 

vegetable oils was conducted as early as 1853 by scientists E. Duffy and J. Patrick. Also, 

the French Otto Company demonstrated a Diesel engine powered by peanut oil at the 

World Fair in Paris, France in 1900. Diesel believed the utilization of biomass fuel was 

the real future of his engine. In 1956 George Devol and Joseph Engelberger formed the 

world’s first robot company. Devol predicted that the industrial robot would “help the 

factory operator”, and in 1961, the very first industrial robot was “employed” in a 

General Motors automobile factory in New Jersey. Ever since, industrial robots have 

improved the quality of life by freeing workers from unsanitary, dangerous, and heavy 

labor. 

Furthermore, the competition itself is a simple search and collect game variant. 

There are four main types of game pieces available for collection: CO2, H2O, energy, and 

a catalyst. The field in which the robot operates resembles a chemical process industry 

             (Octane Rating) 
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where raw materials undergo one or more chemical reactions during the manufacturing 

process into finished products. In addition, the Agency for Toxic 

Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) classifies the substance 

Benzene as a carcinogen thus, harmful to humans if inhaled directly 

or in high doses. The substance naphthalene also contains volatile properties, and its 

flammability and reactivity could prove fatal. Isooctane, what we strive to create, is 

flammable too, and its reactivity could prove fatal.  

Hence, technology and remote controlled objects seem to be the only way to 

handle these types of substances safely and efficiently. With this in mind, it is easy to 

comprehend that we must respect what is given to us, or it could literally blow up in our 

faces.  We must go about finding a way of creating energy in a safe, suitable manner. For 

this to happen, we must marry two types of work forces: human and mechatronic. 

Teamwork, a positive outlook, respecting our boundaries, and then gradually moving on 

to making the world better with the lessons learned will pay off. ULTIMATE Robotics 

believes that the BEST competition is the epitome of those morals, and that through it- 

creative minds can shape the world into a better place.  

 

 

 

 

   (Automotive engine spark plug) 
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I V .  T e a m  O r g a n i z a t i o n  

 

 

Figure 2.14 the ULTIMATE organizational system  

________________________________________________________________________

ULTIMATE is known as a large company, but each of our operating departments 

function on a small scale. Our goal as a company is to continue growing and also 

continue reassessing the way our company runs structurally to ultimately achieve an 

efficient and productive business.  In an effort to reach full production efficiency, we 

have reevaluated our prior management structures and analyzed what has proven to work 

vs. what has not. With that, ULTIMATE has restructured, and the new system has proven 

to function better than most, if not all, in its past. The new organizational system allows 
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workload to be divided in respects to the amount of team members pertaining to a 

specific department; overall, it provides each department with a sufficient workload 

allowing all of our members to be productive in their area of interest. See Appendices J 

for detailed corporate breakdown structure and organization.  
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With a variety of ideas at hand, the team decided to evaluate each prototype with the following criteria: 

Reliability, Simplicity, and Functionality. Based upon these point values, the prototype with the highest 

point value after evaluations would be the final prototype to represent Laredo and ULTIMATE Robotics.  

Reliability (30 pts)  

In order for a robot to be chosen, it must have reliability which included the stability of the robot’s 

gripper, enhanced visibility, and appropriate use of motors and limit switches. Cable must be clear from 

action to avoid entanglements and batteries must be easy to remove and recharge. All these functions 

increase the reliability of a robot in the field, and based upon these criteria, the maximum point value in 

this area runs up to 30 points maximum. The following chart delineates point distribution.  

 

No Reliability                              Average Reliability                     Increased Reliability 

Simplicity (30 pts) After 8 years of experience constructing robots, we came to believe in the KISS 

Theory-Keep It Simple Silly. Not only does the robot have to be reliable, it must also be simple. Less 

number of motors and servos, decreased weight, ease of maneuvering, and simple mechanisms overall 

suffice to get the job done. For this reason, the team agreed to grant simplicity the same point value as 

reliability creating a parallel distinction between both fields.  

 

Complex Mechanism      Simple Mechanism 

Heavy, Difficult to Drive     Light, Easy to Maneuver 

Functionality (40 pts) 

Most importantly, however is the answer to the question, “Does it work the way you want it to work?” A 

robot may be complicated and unreliable, but may carry increased scoring capabilities. To test out 

individual functionality, each robot was tested on the practice field. Observations were made and 

recorded. Our team believes that functionality remains the most important consideration in taking the 

robot to competition; therefore 40 maximum points are awarded to this criterion. The following chart 

delineates point distribution.  

 

Non – functional Robot        Functional, Ready Robot Low scores, 

Limited Capability            High Scores, Ready Robot 

Appendix C    |    Criteria  

CRITERIA 

Reliability (15 pts)   Simplicity (30 pts)   Functionality (40 pts) 
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Chassis Prototype CAD Drawing 
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Appendix E 

Wheel Prototype CAD Drawing 
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Appendix F 

Hook Prototype CAD Drawing 
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Appendix G 

Claw Prototype CAD Drawing 
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C++ Program Preview 
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Full Robot CAD Drawing 
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Corporate Breakdown Structure 

Chief Executive Officer: The CEO is responsible for the success or failure of the 

company: Operations, marketing, strategy, financing, creation of company culture, PR, 

delegation of responsibilities, etc.  

Research & Development Department 

Chief Technical Officer: This executive officer oversees the technical side of the 

company; mainly those engaged in the development of all construction aspects and most 

importantly our main product- the robot.  

Robot Construction and Design: Robot construction is responsible for robot design, 

development, construction, and testing.  

Field Construction: Field construction personnel replicate the competition game field.  

Recreating the field allows us to test our robot before competition and address any 

problems we may encounter on game day.  

Programming & Website: The programming team works on multiple programs for the 

autonomous movement of the robot. In addition, the team works with any new brain 

technology or programming software provided for the competition along with creating 

and maintaining a new site yearly.  

 

Appendix J (Part I of II) 

Detailed Corporate Breakdown Structure 
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Marketing Department 

This branch is responsible for all of ULTIMATE’s marketing operations, submissions, 

and its sub-divisions.  

Chief Operations Officer: This officer is responsible for managing the day-to-day 

activities of the corporation and for operations management.  

Multimedia & Advertising: Multimedia manages the web site, animations, videos, and 

the photography of all ULTIMATE’s activities. The advertisement side is in charge of 

promoting, raising awareness, and creating the image for ULTIMATE. In addition, this 

sub-division coordinates the table display at competitions and creates props for cheering 

purposes. 

Public Relations & Finance: The public relations committee prepares all presentations 

and manages any community outreach events. Finance team manages the company’s 

finances, monitors the budget, and finds new sources of income.   

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix J (Part II of II) 

Detailed Corporate Breakdown Structure 
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MINUTES OF MEETINGS 

 

Date:  Friday, April 09, 2010 September 12, 2009 – Wednesday October 07, 2009  

Minutes Taken By : Various Department Heads  

Date Day Type Start End 

09/12/09 Saturday Kick-Off @ San Antonio 

Post Brainstorming Session 

03:23 pm 04:48 pm 

09/14/09 Monday Group One General Meeting 04:00 pm 04:23 pm 

09/15/09 Tuesday Group Three General Meeting 04:00 pm 05:12 pm 

09/15/09 Tuesday Group Four General Meeting 04:00 pm 04:53 pm 

09/16/09 Wednesday Group One General Meeting 04:40 pm 05: 45 pm 

09/16/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:00 pm 04:35 pm 

09/16/09 Wednesday Group Two General Meeting 04:40 pm 06:12 pm 

09/17/09 Thursday Group Three General Meeting 03:48 pm 05:16 pm 

09/17/09 Thursday Group Four General Meeting 04:03 pm 04:30 pm 

09/19/09 Saturday R&D Department Meeting 09:30 am 12:42 pm 

09/19/09 Saturday Marketing Department Meeting 09:30 am 11:57 am 

09/21/09 Monday Group One General Meeting 04:19 pm 06:03 pm 

09/21/09 Monday Finance Department Meeting 04:00 pm 04:23 pm 

09/21/09 Monday Multimedia Department Meeting 04:00 pm  04:39 pm 

09/22/09 Tuesday Group 3 & 4 General Meeting 
(prototyping) 

04:00 pm 07:38 pm 

09/23/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:00 pm 04: 41 pm 

09/23/09 Wednesday Group 1 General Meeting (prototyping) 04:50 pm 08:16 pm 

09/24/09 Thursday Group 3 & 4 General Meeting 03:48 pm 07:11 pm 

Appendix K   |  Minutes  
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09/26/09 Saturday General Meeting (All Employees) 10:30 am 11:25 am 

09/26/09 Saturday Multimedia & Advertising Meeting 11:30 am 12: 16 pm 

09/26/09 Saturday R&D Department Meeting 11:45 am 01:04 pm 

09/28/09 Monday Group One & Two General Meeting 04:10 pm  05:57 pm 

09/29/09 Tuesday R&D Department Meeting (All Groups) 04:03 pm 05:30 pm 

09/30/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:01 pm 04:26 pm 

10/01/09 Thursday Group 3 & 4 General Meeting 03:52 pm 04:48 pm 

10/05/09 Monday Group One General Meeting 04:16 pm 05:01 pm 

10/06/09 Tuesday Brief Meeting for all Groups 04:00 pm 04:09 pm 

10/06/09 Tuesday Marketing Department Meeting 04:00 pm 05:14 pm 

10/07/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:00 pm 04:15 pm 

10/07/09 Wednesday Field Department Meeting 04:30 pm 05:03 pm 

10/07/09 Wednesday Advertising Department Meeting 04: 25 pm 06:29 pm 

10/10/09 Saturday Marketing Department Meeting 11:30 am 01:36 pm 

10/12/09 Monday Advertising Department Meeting 04:12 pm 04:45 pm 

10/14/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:00 pm 04:42 pm 

10/15/09 Thursday Finance & PR Department Meeting 04:05 pm 05:33 pm 

10/17/09 Saturday General Directors’ Meeting 10:30 am 12:00 pm 

10/19/09 Monday Multimedia and Advertising Department 
Meeting 

04:00 pm 05:11 pm 

10/21/09 Wednesday General Meeting (All Employees) 04:10 pm 04:40 pm 

09/04/09 – 10/16/09 Fridays Directors’ Meetings occur EVERY Friday at 6:00 pm 

09/21/09 – 10/20/09 Monday/Thursdays Website Meetings occur EVERY Monday & Thursday at 5:30 pm 

08/26/09 - Present Wednesdays General Meetings for ALL EMPLOYEES occur EVERY Wednesday 

Appendix K    |  Minutes (Part II) 
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 MONSTER 

Appendix L 

Finished Robot for BEST National 

Competition 2010! 
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